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It is the viewpoint of the Westminster Confession that anyone

with intelligence enough to make reasonable decisions on the practice]. L*

matters involved in ordinary living is intelligent enough to see that

this earth is not a more heap of dirt, but a not-up an organism. It

could not have come into existence by accident, There is an intel]...

igenoe buck of it, controlling it. There is a God who created it and

who continues to direct its destiny. In this knowledge of God we have

ooinznon ground with every human being on this earth. According to the

Westminster Confession the tact that there is a God who is good, wise,

end powerful is clearly seen in nature end in providence, When someone

tells you that he does not believe there is a God, you can know that

he is only kidding himself. Ithe has intelligence at all be knows

deep; down in his heart that there must be a God.

This does not, of course, mean that a man is lying when he says he

1.8 an atheist. It is possible to kid oneself to the point where one

actually believes with his mind what he knows in his heart to be false.

A young woman told me of an interesting observation along this

line. Fro s time she worked as a secretary in one of the offices of the

DuPont Company. As the work involved the use of many chemical terms,

as* she told the man for whom she was working that she would like to

learn a little about these things " He suggested a certain book, which

she found to be fascinating reading. It told about the various chemical

elements, described their wonderful mathematical arrangement,.. arid told

how each was discovered. Chapter after chapter ended with words of

praise for the wonderful brain of the particular scientist who had

discovered a certain element. Yet there was no mention of the far

greater Iind which originated these elements. She could not but be

amazed: How stupid to be so entranced with the brilliance of a mind

that could discover one of the wonders of nature, end yet to soy.notbing

of the far greater Mind which originated all of them!

Personally I am convinced that people are not really quite as
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